The complex dialogue between (myo)fibroblasts and the extracellular matrix during skin repair processes and ageing.
The fibroblasts and the myofibroblasts are key players for maintaining skin homeostasis and for orchestrating physiological tissue repair. The (myo)fibroblasts are embedded in a sophisticated extracellular matrix (ECM) that they secrete, and a complex and interactive dialogue exists between (myo)fibroblasts and their microenvironment. The composition of the ECM around (myo)fibroblasts is variable depending on the situation and, in addition to the secretion of the ECM, the (myo)fibroblasts, by secreting matrix metalloproteinases and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases can remodel this ECM. The (myo)fibroblasts and their microenvironment form a changing network with reciprocal actions leading to cell differentiation, proliferation, quiescence or apoptosis, and also acting on growth factor biodisponibility. In pathological situations (such as chronic wounds or excessive scarring), or during ageing, especially due to ultraviolet exposition, this dialogue between the (myo)fibroblasts and their microenvironment is disrupted, leading to repair defects or to skin injuries with unaesthetic alterations such as wrinkles. Knowing the intimate exchanges between the (myo)fibroblasts and their microenvironment represents a fascinating domain important not only for characterizing new targets and drugs able to prevent pathological developments but also for interfering with skin alterations observed during ageing.